Introduction to Edison’s EBSCO Databases: Which One is Best for Your Major?
From the Library’s main page, go to Edison Databases.
EBSCO databases are the most used, online information resources for tens of thousands of institutions worldwide. Academic Search and Business Source are two of EBSCO's most popular databases. Note that there are links for accessing these databases from on-campus and off-campus.

Choose the **Subject List** to find databases that are best for your college major. The *most popular* are not always the best for your own research.
Business is a good choice for Marketing, Accounting, and Business Management majors.
Subject List

- Agriculture
- Anthropology
- Area Studies
- Art and Architecture
- Biography
- Biology
- Book Reviews
- Chemistry
- Communications
- Computer Science
- Business

To select subject(s) either double click on the subject names in the left column or select subject(s) in the left column and use the arrow to move it to the column on the right before clicking submit button.

Result(s) : Business

- Business Source Complete (off-campus url) Business
  Index, abstracts, and full text covering scholarly business publications.
  -(more)

- Business Stats (off-campus url) Business
  Business Stats is a data download and visualization tool hosting business and industry data down to the zip code level.
  -(more)

- Communication & Mass Media Complete (off-campus url) Business
  Index, abstracts, and full text for journals in communication and mass media.
  -(more)

- Regional Business News (off-campus url) Business
  A full text newswire database that incorporates business wires from all over the world.
  -(more)
3. benefit fringe: financial education—hold the unicorn.
The *Cite* icon will allow you to choose the citation format, required for a works cited page. For the GEN assignment, it will be MLA.
benefit fringe: financial education — hold the unicorn.

If you need more assistance:
visit the Library’s information desk, call the library at
(937) 778-7950 or e-mail us at
library@edisonohio.edu